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Bianor Extends Its Partnership with Red Hat Inc. 

Uniondale, NY, April 7, 2009 - Bianor extends its collaboration with Red Hat by starting a 

partnership with Mobicents - Open Source JSLEE 1.0 and SIP Servlets 1.1 certified VoIP Platform.  

Bianor's MobiECO Business Solutions became Mobicents certified earlier this year. MobiECO is 

based on company's proprietary MobiSDP platform and Mobicents.  

"We are glad to extend our partnership with Red Hat. Mobicents is an innovative and very 

promising project and I am happy that Bianor is part of it as a technology partner", Stefan Lilov, 

Bianor Chief Business Development Officer said. "Mobicents project incorporates cutting-edge 

technologies and the enthusiasm of the team working on it which is very similar to what we are. I 

strongly believe that this extended collaboration will be the base for a series of innovations in 

telecommunications", Lilov added.  

"We are happy to welcome Bianor to the Mobicents partners' ecosystem. Having a partnership 

with an innovative company like Bianor will help us understand and fulfill the needs of regional 

telecom and enterprise customers", said Ivelin Ivanov - Director of Product Development at JBoss, 

Inc. "Red Hat's global brand recognition and 24x7 support practices will open the doors for Bianor 

to customers worldwide", Ivanov added.  

MobiECO Business Solution was presented for the first time during CeBIT in Hannover in the 

beginning of March this year. The solutions' benefits in mobile cost optimization and customers’ 

communication efficiency were highly graded by the international audience.  

About Bianor  

Bianor (BSE:5BI) is a software product engineering company leveraging leading-edge software 

and telecommunication technologies. The company delivers mobile and telecom solutions to 

enterprise customers across Europe and USA.  

Bianor's product portfolio includes advanced enterprise call control and call optimization products. 

Two of Bianor's solutions delivered on the company's proprietary mobile service platform MobiSDP 

have been nominated for the most distinguished European award for IT innovations - ICT Prize.  

Bianor is ISO 9001:2000 certified and partners with world leading IT companies, such as IBM, 

Nokia, RedHat and Sun Microsystems.  
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